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Obituary
used his powers of persuasion and charm to ensure
support for his work, and, in this, he was also singularly
successful. In an article reviewing a biography of Ruther-
Max Perutz (1914–2002):
Great Scientist and Modest Leader
ford (one of Max’s early heroes), Max says he was disap-
pointed to find the famous Cavendish Laboratory poorly
equipped when he arrived and explains his view that
Rutherford’s failure to raise enough money to equip the
Max Perutz was an inspiration to many generations of Laboratory properly was a weakness shared by Bragg.
scientists. In addition to being a brilliant, farsighted, However, with help from Bragg and Keilin, Max’s own
and tenacious scientist, he was a kind, thoughtful, and salary was provided by a grant from the Rockefeller
gracious man. His life touched the lives of many through Foundation and later by ICI, before the Secretary of
his own research, which became the foundation of struc- the MRC, Edward Mellanby, following an approach by
tural molecular biology, through the beautifully crafted Bragg, agreed that they could apply to MRC for long-
essays which he wrote during his later years, and term support. So, from 1947, Max became the Director
through his warm support and encouragement of others. of a small MRC Unit for the “Study of the Molecular
His modest, yet superbly focused, style led to a long Structure of Biological Systems” under the auspices of
and productive life. He died on February 6, aged 87, Bragg and housed in the Cavendish. The Unit consisted
from cancer. initially of just himself and a young Ph.D. student, John
“Please call me Max” were his first words to many Kendrew, whose interest in proteins had started through
young scientists tempted to address him more formally. a conversation with Bernal while testing explosives in
Among the many stories about Max, the story of how Ceylon toward the end of the war.
he began work on haemoglobin in 1937 is one of the From that small beginning and a commitment from
most fascinating. It shows how he sought out and identi- MRC made on the basis of the importance and long-
fied the key research topic which was to occupy him term potential of the work but little tangible progress
for the rest of his life. As an undergraduate student in from ten years work, Max was joined by a succession
Vienna, Max was attracted to Cambridge through the of brilliant young scientists, each of whom seemed to
lectures of a young organic chemist who told him about add an almost magical breadth of complementary talent
the work of Frederick Gowland Hopkins in the Biochem- to Max’s new Unit. Perhaps, as Max so modestly
istry Department on vitamins and enzymes. He asked claimed, it all just happened fortuitously, but one cannot
one of his Viennese professors, Herman Mark, to make help feeling that Max must have sensed the potential
enquiries in Cambridge on his behalf. Mark spoke in- of those who wanted to join him. Hugh Huxley became
stead to J.D. Bernal, who was known to his friends as a research student in 1948 and soon started his lifelong
“The Sage” because he appeared to know everything. work on the X-ray diffraction of living muscle. Francis
Bernal had just obtained, with Dorothy Hodgkin, the first Crick was initially sent by MRC to learn some biology
X-ray patterns from a wet protein crystal, pepsin, and at the Strangeways Lab but was then allowed to join
immediately offered Max a place in his group in the Max in 1949. In 1951, Jim Watson, an ambitious, yet shy,
Cavendish Laboratory, the Physics department. On ar- young American geneticist abandoned the postdoctoral
rival in Cambridge in 1936, with financial support from position in Copenhagen, where he was supposed to
his parents, Max was sent by Bernal to learn X-ray crys- learn chemistry, to come and join Max’s Unit to learn
tallography on “a nasty crystalline flake of a silicate about X-ray diffraction, which he wanted to apply to DNA.
mineral picked off a slag heap.” This was very disap- By 1953, Watson and Crick had discovered the dou-
pointing to Max, who was anxious to work on a biological ble-helical structure of DNA, Max had shown that heavy
problem. Fortunately, through advice via a relative in atoms (two mercury atoms) could be added to haemo-
Prague, Max was introduced to the Cambridge physiolo- globin at specific sites, producing small intensity
gist Gilbert Adair, who provided him with beautiful crys- changes in the X-ray diffraction pattern of isomorphous
tals of horse haemoglobin from which, in 1937, he ob- crystals, which was the key breakthrough in solving the
tained rich X-ray diffraction patterns. Later, David Keilin, phase problem, and Hugh Huxley, as a postdoc with
a biologist in the nearby Molteno Institute (Parasitology), Jean Hanson at MIT, had discovered the partially over-
offered Max biochemistry space to prepare and crystal- lapping myosin and actin filament structure in muscle
lize haemoglobin, and, when Ernest Rutherford died and which led to the sliding filament mechanism. Max’s little
Bernal moved to London, Lawrence Bragg, the new Cav- Unit had already done well and has never looked back.
endish Professor of Physics at Cambridge, became a After these early successes, the long haul to atomic-
lifelong supporter of Max and the new field of protein resolution protein structures began in earnest. On hae-
crystallography. The first 15 years of Max’s scientific moglobin, this would take Max and his colleagues an-
career, broken only by the war years, was spent going other 15 years—until 1968. Max had difficulty finding
between two Cambridge laboratories, bridging bio- young crystallographers to work with him. Michael
chemistry and physics using X-ray crystallography to Rossmann, who was one of those who did join Max,
try to find the structure of haemoglobin. explained that some well-established Professors be-
lieved that Max’s work was “not really science” and didHaving found an important problem to work on, Max
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Max and his first model of haemoglobin
This model was built in September 1959 at
the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge. This
and John Kendrew’s related model of myo-
globin were the first protein structures ever
solved.
not send him any of their students. Max’s colleague pictures of protein molecules that popped out into three
dimensions from a giant screen above him.John Kendrew had, by 1953, switched his efforts to
tackling the structure of myoglobin, a related, but much Max became Chairman of a Governing Board, which
ran the new Laboratory until his retirement in 1979. Hesmaller, protein. Kendrew’s talent for organization and
management, as well as the smaller scale of the prob- managed to combine his own hands-on research on
haemoglobin with his official role as Head of the Lab.lem, allowed him and his colleagues to overtake Max,
so that the first low-resolution 6 A˚ structure of myoglobin He explained, “Seeing the Chairman standing at the
laboratory bench or the X-ray tube, rather than sittingin three dimensions was obtained in 1957. The corre-
sponding 5.5 A˚ map of the larger horse methaemoglobin at his desk, set a good example and raised morale.”
The high-resolution 2.8 A˚ structures of horse oxyhae-structure came in 1959, by which time Kendrew’s group
produced a 2 A˚ resolution map of myoglobin adequate moglobin in 1968 and deoxy haemoglobin in 1970 finally
fulfilled Max’s dream of providing atomic models whichto discern the complete structure and build an atomic
model of the whole protein (see Figure). Thus, by 1960, he could use to explain the mechanism of the coopera-
tive binding of oxygen. He was delighted when he wasin two papers published alongside one another in Na-
ture, the 5.5 A˚ structure of haemoglobin and the 2 A˚ able to publish a paper in 1970 in Nature describing his
“stereochemical mechanism” of haem-haem interactionstructure of myoglobin were available to be marveled
at by all. Max and John remained close colleagues, to explain cooperative oxygen binding and release and
also the Bohr effect, which consists of proton uptakethough their paths subsequently diverged. They won
the Nobel Prize for Chemistry jointly in 1962, in the same as oxygen is released in the tissue. Both the cooperative
release of oxygen and the pH-dependent change in oxy-year that Watson and Crick received the prize for their
work on the structure of DNA. It made a fitting first gen affinity helps haemoglobin perform its function of
efficient oxygen release in tissue, such as muscle, incelebration in the superb new MRC Laboratory of Molec-
ular Biology, which had been built for them by MRC on which oxidation has produced bicarbonate and lactic
acid. Although Max was delighted with his theory, it wasHills Road at the edge of Cambridge, where they, with
Crick, Brenner, and Huxley, were joined by Fred Sanger hard to defend, vulnerable at many points, and attracted
a whole series of theoretical and experimental objec-and his colleagues from the Biochemistry Department
and by Aaron Klug and his colleagues from Birkbeck. tions. The experimental objections were based on a
variety of indirect methods, such as EXAFS distanceMax gave the 1963 Dunham Lectures at Harvard, which
influenced a generation of young Americans to become measurements, comparisons of oxygen binding to co-
balt-substituted haemoglobins, measurements of mag-structural molecular biologists. An audience of over
1000, packed into the main auditorium of a nearby high netic susceptibility changes, and NMR measurements
of histidine pKa values. Max’s theory depended on smallschool, issued a chorus of “oohs” as the modest-sized
Max guided the alignment of the huge projected stereo changes in the displacement of the iron atoms from
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A caricature of Max’s stereochemical mechanism of haem-haem
interaction, showing tension at the haem, as portrayed by Kiyoshi
Nagai
the haem plane when oxygen bound, which was then
conveyed through the proximal histidine to the subunit
surface where salt bridges between the subunits were
broken or weakened. In the absence of oxygen, stronger
salt bridges stabilized the deoxy state where the iron
atoms were pulled out of the haem plane by the proximal
histidine bond. The key concepts were tension at the
haem, salt bridges at the subunit interface, and their
coupling through internal van der Waals interactions
inside each subunit. The overall change in energy has
remained too small to calculate theoretically, but, over
Max with his polarizing microscope in his ice laboratory on themany years, Max was able to prove most of the objec-
Jungfraujochtions wrong and, by the mid 1980s, with improved
The shield over his nose and mouth prevented his breath fromhigher-resolution structures using synchrotron radiation
fogging the eyepiece. The bags filled with hay kept his feet warm.data, the movements of the iron atoms were measured
beyond doubt. Max had the satisfaction of being the
first author of an Annual Review of Biophysics article in
the Laboratory. He submitted a paper describing this1998 in which he noted that his 1970 mechanism seemed
work just before Christmas. It is now in press.to be essentially correct. In his book Science Is Not a
In his youth, Max was recruited by a wealthy visitorQuiet Life, he described the intervening years as the
who came to the Cavendish Laboratory looking for a“haemoglobin battles.” Max did not enjoy these battles
crystallographer who could ski to join his glacier re-but, nevertheless, faced all the challenges until his the-
search expedition. Max was the only one qualified, andory was thoroughly proven. The diagram (see second
this allowed him to go every summer to work high upFigure) shows a depiction of Max’s theory by Kiyoshi
in the Alps, which he loved. So, almost every summerNagai, a close colleague.
from 1937 until 1953, he studied the transformation ofA bonus from Max’s haemoglobin structures was that
snowflakes that fall on glaciers into the huge single icethey allowed him to exploit Herman Lehmann’s collec-
crystals that make up its bulk and the relationship be-tion of naturally occurring mutant human haemoglobins.
tween the mechanical properties of ice measured in theThe unusual properties of many of these mutant haemo-
laboratory and glacier flow. The photograph (see thirdglobins allowed Max to make illuminating struc-
Figure) shows Max working in an ice cave in the Jung-ture:function correlations in a way unable to be done
fraujoch. He had arranged to work with a group of physi-for any other protein until the much later advent of site-
cists in the Canadian Rockies in 1953, just when hedirected mutagenesis.
discovered that isomorphous replacement could solveAfter he “retired” in 1979, Max looked for other prob-
the phase problem. He cancelled the trip to concentratelems he could tackle and that he would find interesting.
on solving the structure and never looked back to gla-He worked on ligand binding to haemoglobin, which led
ciers.to the development by Don Abrahams and others of a
Max had always had a talent for lucid writing and vividclinically useful drug for increasing oxygen delivery to
lecturing, but, in recent years, he also became a prolifichypoxic tumors for radiation therapy and to infarcted
writer of brilliant essays and book reviews, which con-tissues. He also developed a strong interest in the struc-
tained many gems of originality. Many were published inture of polyglutamine tracts in Huntington’s disease, and
it is this that he was working on in his last few days in the New York Review of Books, and some were collected
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into two books, Is Science Necessary and I Wish I’d
Made You Angry Earlier.
In 1962, Max included a small lecture room in the
plans for the original Laboratory of Molecular Biology
building, but this was soon swallowed up, as more space
was needed for research in the expanding Laboratory.
Now, exactly 40 years after the Laboratory opened on
its present site, a new lecture theater has just been
completed and named the Max Perutz Lecture Theatre.
Max asked that the plaque naming it should be inscribed
with the motto, “In science truth always wins.” If you
are wondering why Max chose this, you can see and
hear him explaining it in a video, recorded two years
ago, at http://www.vega.org.uk/series/facetoface/
perutz/index.html. Max says,
One of the great things about science is that “Truth
always wins.” That makes it different from many other
subjects. Whereas about history and economics and
philosophy, people can argue for generations …, the
media always think that … they have to bring together
two opposing views, but in science, there are not
two opposing views.
Nature always tells you what’s right and that is final.
Max leaves his wife Gisela, his children Vivien and
Robin, and his grandchildren Timothy and Marion. He
has now gone, and we shall all miss him dearly.
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